**SWEATERS**

**NEW!**
**Contrast Dot Sweater**
Connect the dots in this classic look. Polka dots are a staple fashion piece. Your pet will be classy and chic! Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

- 100% Acrylic.
- Machine washable, air dry.
- **Pink:** XS - XL (#60374)
- **Green:** XS - XL (#60378)

**NEW!**
**Pom-Pom Stripe Sweater**
Who can resist pom-poms? Adding a fashion twist to this traditional stripe styling with popular untucked look. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

- 100% Acrylic.
- Machine washable, air dry.
- **Raspberry:** XS - LG (#60362)

**Untucked Cable Sweater**
Traditional cable knit sweater with a hip twist - a touch of plaid! Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

- 100% Acrylic.
- Machine washable, air dry.
- **Navy:** XS - XXL (#60303)

**we’re simply mad over**

**PLAID**

**Plaid Sweater**
Classic bold red and black buffalo check for the active “outdoor type”. Features bold stripe on turtleneck and hem, and leash hole for comfort during walks.

- 100% Acrylic.
- Machine washable, air dry.
- **Red:** XS-XL (#65262)
**Flirty Pearls Sweater**
Adorable girly diamond pattern sweater with pearl accents and grosgrain bow with pearl center. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Hand wash, air dry.
Pink: XS - MD (#60394)

**Allover Hearts Sweater**
Dual texture, soft and fuzzy chenille provides comfort and warmth. Allover puffy chenille heart design on a red acrylic background. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Hand wash, air dry.
Red: XXS - XL (#60312)

**Pretty in Plaid Sweater**
A contemporary twist on a classic. Feminine styling with matching knit bows. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
Pink: XXS - LG (#60254)

**True Love Sweater**
Show your love with shades of pink. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
Pink: XXS - LG (#60284)
SWEATERS

SPARKLE & SHINE
like the star that you are!

NEW!

Unicorn Reversible Sequins Sweater
TWO trends in ONE! A magical unicorn and reversible sequins. Brush the sequins up or down to get 2 different colors: silver and gold. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

100% Acrylic.
Hand wash, air dry.

Fuchsia: XXS - MD (#60384)

Reversible Sequins Sweater
A hot trend in the human market! Brush the sequins up or down to get 2 different colors: silver and purple. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

100% Acrylic.
Hand wash, air dry.

Gray: XXS - LG (#60246)

Giraffe Sweater
Cute animal motif design features giraffe face near waist with wrap around tail. Total cuteness overload! Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.

Brown: XXS - LG (#60299)

Panda Sweater
Cute animal motif design features panda face near waist with decorative pompom. Total cuteness overload! Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.

Blue: XXS - LG (#60323)

Sequins reverse colors with the brush of your hand!
**NEW!**

**Criss Cross Sweater**
Spice up a staple sweater by adding rope and rivet accents for a fashion forward look! Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Hand wash, air dry.
**Taupe: XS - XL (#60410)**
**Coral: XS - XL (#60418)**

**NEW!**

**Cool Stripes Sweater**
Stripes are always in fashion. These cool stripes are perfect for the cooler weather. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
**Gray: XS - XL (#60406)**

**can’t decide what to wear?**

**GO CAMO**

**Camouflage Sweater**
Here is a sweater for our active dogs! Perfect for hiking through the woods. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
**Camo/Multi: SM - XXL (#60278)**
Classic Cable Sweater
Full length cable sweater in bright color combinations. Features turtleneck and leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
Red: XXXS-XXL (#8R)
Blue: XXS-XXL (#8CB)
Pink: XXXS-MD (#8P)

Fisherman Sweater
Classic fisherman sweater designed with cable knit pattern. This sweater is soft and thick, and will keep your pet warm and cozy during the winter months. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
Taupe: XS-XXL (#65240)

Nordic Knit Sweater
Classic Icelandic pattern with whimsical bone design. Cozy thick knit sweater features mock turtleneck and leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
Gray: XS-XL (#65276)

Nordic Snood Sweater
This Nordic pattern sweater has a built-in snood which can be worn bunched around the neck for added warmth! When it gets windy, pull it up and your dog’s ears are protected from the cold. It has ties that allow it to be adjusted to fit most dogs. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
Charcoal Gray: XS - LG (#60266)
**NEW!**

**All Star Hoodie Sweatshirt**

Your furry friend has made the all stars in this athletic styled sweatshirt. Features athletic striping, a kangaroo pocket on the back for convenient storage and leash hole for comfort during walks.

- 100% Polyester
- Machine washable, air dry.

**Black: XS-XXL (#50063)**

---

**FAVORITE SWEATSHIRT**

whether out for a walk or lounging about, your has you covered.

**Sweatshirt**

Classic sporty crewneck sweatshirt for active canines. This soft and cozy sweatshirt will keep your pet warm. Styled with a kangaroo pocket on the back for convenient storage and leash hole for comfort during walks.

- 65% Polyester 35% Cotton
- Machine washable, air dry.

**Gray: XS-XXL (#55066)**

**Pink: XXS-LG (#55064)**
stay stylish this season with the PERFECT WINTER COAT

**NEW!**

**Girly Puffer Coat**
Who says warmth can’t be fashionable? This functional puffer coat is reversible with an embroidered heart on one side and trendy animal print on the other. 2 looks in 1! Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

100% Polyester
Machine washable, hang to dry.

Pink: XS - MD (#70334)

**NEW!**

**Velvety Puffer Coat**
Velvety soft hand feel and stylish faux fur trimmed hood with soft, warm fleece on the flip side. 2 looks in 1! Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

100% Polyester
Machine washable, hang to dry.

Gray: XS - LG (#70326)

**NEW!**

**Diagonal Stripe Puffer Coat**
Diagonal Stripes with reflective trim and stylish faux fur trimmed hood. Soft, warm fleece on the flip side offers 2 looks in 1! Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

100% Polyester
Machine washable, hang to dry.

Red: XS - LG (#70312)
Reversible Varsity Jacket
Our furry friend has made varsity! This reversible jacket offers 2 looks in 1. Cranberry reverses to denim. Lightly filled for added warmth, functional snaps, striped rib trim, paw print outline and leash hole for comfort during walks.
50% Nylon / 50% Polyester.
Machine washable, hang to dry.
Cranberry/Denim: XS - XL (#70243)

Bomber Jacket
A classic returns! Faux leather with sherpa trim. Pull the working zipper down to access the D-ring on your dog’s collar or harness.
50% Faux Leather / 50% Polyester.
Machine washable, hang to dry.
Chocolate Brown: XS - XL (#70229)

Sporty Puffer Reversible Jacket
Basic styling with a twist! This reversible jacket offers 2 looks in 1. Black reverses to plaid. Sweatshirt fabric double layer hood gives your pet a trendy, athletic look. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Polyester.
Machine washable, hang to dry.
Black/Plaid: XS - XL (#70301)

 catch you on the FLIP SIDE
2 in 1 REVERSIBLES

Color Block Puffer Jacket
Two tone puffer with trendy diagonal stitching. Reverses to soft fleece on the flip side for a different look! Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Polyester.
Machine washable, hang to dry.
**Blue:** XS - XXL (#70273)

Reversible Camouflage Jacket
Reversible camo jacket offers 2 looks in 1. Camo/multi reverses to solid orange. Lightly filled for added warmth. Features hook and loop closure and leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Polyester.
Machine washable, hang to dry.
**Camo-Multi/Orange:** XS - XL (#70218)

Sweater Trim Puffy Coat
Stylish sweater trim puffer coat. Has a high funnel collar for added warmth. Reverses to felted fleece on the flip side! Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.
100% Polyester.
Machine washable, hang to dry.
**Olive:** XS - XL (#70268)

Reverses to Soft Fleece
Reverses to Felted Fleece
COATS

SNUG & SECURE

and ready to go!

NEW!

**Puffy Heart Harness Coat**

Fleece lined coat in an adorable heart pattern. Safety and fashion combined in one. Adjustable built-in harness with D-ring.

- 80% Polyester / 20% Nylon
- Machine washable, hang to dry.
- Black: XS - LG (#70341)
- Royal Blue: XS - LG (#70343)

Harness Coat

A functional coat that has a built-in harness with adjustable straps for a snug, secure fit. Pull the working zipper down to access the D-ring on your dog’s collar.

- 90% Polyester / 10% Faux Nylon
- Machine washable, hang to dry.
- Red: XS - LG (#70252)
- Navy: XS - LG (#70253)

Sporty Jacket

Water repellent sporty jacket in safety green with reflective piping and paw patch! Drawstring at neck provides optimum fit while soft fleece on the inside provides extra warmth. Features a leash hole for comfort during walks.

- 100% Polyester.
- Machine washable, hang to dry.
- Black/Green: XS - XXL (#70288)

Fully functional, integrated harness.

Reflective Piping & Paw Print

2 in 1 REVERSIBLES

NEW!
PJ’S to snuggle up in EVERYDAY

Shiny Star PJs
Cozy fleece PJ’s are the way to GLOW when the weather turns cold. Features glow-in-the-dark stars and matching rib trim.
100% Polyester.
Machine washable, air dry.
Gray: XXS-LG (#20116)

Athletic PJs
Interlock cotton blend PJ in athletic styling with “Time 04 Bed” graphic and matching rib trim.
65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
Machine washable, air dry.
Blue: XXS-XL (#20103)

Hedgehog PJs
Interlock cotton blend PJ with adorable hedgehog print and matching rib trim.
65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
Machine washable, air dry.
Gray: XXS-XL (#20096)

Unicorn PJs
Interlock cotton blend PJ with whimsical unicorn print and matching rib trim.
65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
Machine washable, air dry.
Pink: XXS-XL (#20074)

All Fashion Pet PJ’s feature a faux back flap with button detail and matching rib trim.
Floating on Clouds PJs
Interlock cotton blend PJ with dreamy cloud print and matching rib trim.
65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
Machine washable, air dry.
Blue: XXS-XL (#20043)

Sweet Dreams PJs
Interlock cotton blend PJ with sweet treat print and matching rib trim.
65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
Machine washable, air dry.
Mint: XXS-XL (#20068)

Buffalo Plaid PJs
Cozy polyester fleece PJ in buffalo plaid print with matching rib trim.
100% Polyester fleece.
Machine washable, air dry.
Red: XXS-XL (#20082)

Skull N Crossbones PJs
Interlock cotton blend PJ with trendy skull and crossbones print and matching rib trim.
65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
Machine washable, air dry.
Blue: XXS-XL (#20053)
Pink: XXS-XL (#20054)
OUTDOOR GEAR

IT’S POURING RAIN GEAR!

NEW!

Ducky Raincoat
Chase the rain away in this adorable ducky printed raincoat with hood. Features reflective taping, adjustable belly strap for custom fit and a convenient leash hole for comfort during walks.

100% Polyester. Water resistant and phthalate free.
Hand wash. Hang to dry.
Royal Blue: XS-XL (#30023)

NEW!

Polka Dot Raincoat
Chase the rain away in these adorable polka dot printed raincoats with hood. Features reflective taping, adjustable belly strap for custom fit and a convenient leash hole for comfort during walks.

100% Polyester. Water resistant and phthalate free.
Hand wash. Hang to dry.
Navy: XS-XL (#30013)
Pink: XS-XL (#30014)

NEW 2021 Raincoats have coordinating Rain Boots!

NEW!

Rain Boots
It’s raining, it’s pouring! Keep your furry friend’s paws clean and dry in these adorable printed rain boots. Features reflective trim, adjustable elastic string with toggle for custom fit.

100% Polyester.
Water resistant and phthalate free.
Hand wash. Air dry.

Ducky Rain Boots
Royal Blue: XS-XL (#80093)
Polka Dot Rain Boots
Pink: XS-XL (#80084)
Navy Blue: XS-XL (#80083)

NEW!

Rainy Days Slicker
Sporty update to the classic rain slicker. Contrast piping around all edges. Reflective stripe on back and hood. Adjustable belly strap. 100% polyester with waterproof coating. Features a convenient leash hole for comfort during walks.

100% Polyester.
Wipe clean.
Yellow: XS-XXL (#560Y)
Life Vest
Sleek design allows your pet to move comfortably in the water. Features cushioned neck support to keep your dog’s head above water. Bright orange color and reflective striping make it easy to spot your dog, even during dusk and evening hours. Adjustable straps allow for a good fit. Easy grip handle makes it easy to pull your dog out of the water. Metal D-ring allows you to attach a leash.

100% Polyester.
Spot clean, air dry.

Orange: XS-XL (#19009)

Extreme All-Weather Boots
100% nylon shell, 100% polyester fleece lining with non-skid soles and reflective tape. Adjustable hook and loop fastened strap for a secure fit.

Wipe clean.

Red: XXXS-XL (#20R)

Arctic Fleece Boots
Soft fleece boots with hook and loop straps for easy on/easy off. Non-skid PVC soles.

100% Polyester.
Machine washable, air dry.

Black: XS-XL (#120B)

Performance Boots

Hand wash only.

Red: XS-LG (#80032)

These boots were made for walkin’ paws!
**NEW BANDANAS!**

**Bandanas**

Dress up your pooch in this trendy bandana that provides a sense of style and comfort for your furry friend. Comes in a variety of designs to suit any personality. Size: 27” x 18”.

- 100% cotton.
- (Safety Green style - 70% polyester, 30% cotton)
- Machine washable, air dry.

- **Camouflage Green:** ONE SIZE (#160980)
- **Cowboy Blue:** ONE SIZE (#161030)
- **Hearts Red:** ONE SIZE (#161120)
- **Tropical Paradise:** ONE SIZE (#161230)
- **Buffalo Plaid Gray:** ONE SIZE (#161360)
- **Safety Reflective Green:** ONE SIZE (#161480)

---

**Pink Heart Hat**

Hearts galore fleece hat with tassel. Sherpa lining keeps dogs warm and toasty. Elastic chin strap with toggle closure for snug fit. Ear slits for easy fit. 100% polyester.

- Machine washable, air dry.
- **Pink:** XS/SM (#120943)
- **Pink:** MD/LG (#120945)

**Buffalo Plaid Red Hat**

Trapper hat styling in red buffalo plaid. Sherpa lining and trim provide extra warmth for those cold winter days. Elastic chin strap with toggle closure for snug fit. Ear slits for easy fit.

- 100% polyester.
- Machine washable, air dry.
- **Red:** XS/SM (#120823)
- **Red:** MD/LG (#120825)

---

**NEW!**

Howdy Cowboy!
Sunflowers
Brighten up your dog’s collar with these colorful sunflowers. Elastic back makes it easy to attach to your dog’s collar.
100% Plastic.
Spot clean.
Red: MD/LG (#180225)
Yellow: MD/LG (#180275)
Sunflowers - 2 Pack
Red/Yellow: XS/SM (#180203)

Posies
Add a flower with some bling to brighten up your dog’s collar. Elastic back makes it easy to attach to your dog’s collar.
80% Polyester / 20% Acrylic.
Spot clean.
Cream: MD/LG (#180305)
Coral: MD/LG (#180325)
Posies - 2 Pack
Coral/Cream: XS/SM (#180303)

Bow Tie
Red and black bow ties are perfect for everyday fun and special occasions. Slides onto collar with elastic for easy wear.
100% Polyester.
Wipe clean.
Black: XS/SM (#160113)
Red: XS/SM (#160123)
Black: MD/LG (#160115)
Red: MD/LG (#160125)

Tuxedo Collar
Festive black bow tie with white bib. Perfect for special occasions. Adjustable with plastic buckle closure for a comfortable, easy fit.
100% Polyester.
Wipe clean.
White: ONE SIZE (#160200)

Stripe Necktie
Dress up any occasion with this classic stripe. Elastic backing enables you to attach to your dog’s collar for the perfect picture moment!
100% Polyester.
Spot clean.
Gray: XS/SM (#160763)
Gray: MD/LG (#160765)
FESTIVE BOWS & TIES

Holiday ties and flowers are festive collar accessories for that special photo opportunity! Elastic backing enables easy attachment to collars.

Holiday Sequin Bow Ties
70% Polyester / 30% PVC, Spot clean.
Red: MD/LG (#160825)
Silver: MD/LG (#160865)

Holiday Sequin Bow Ties - 2 Pack
Red/Silver: XS/SM (#160863)

Holiday Poinsettia Flower
100% Polyester, Spot clean.
White: MD/LG (#180405)
Red: MD/LG (#180425)

Holiday Poinsettia Flowers - 2 Pack
Red/White: XS/SM (#180403)

Holiday Neckties
100% Polyester, Wipe clean.
Red Snowflake Print:
XS/SM (#160423)
MD/LG (#160425)

Red Snowman Print:
XS/SM (#160323)
MD/LG (#160325)

Holiday Bow Ties
100% Polyester, Wipe clean.
Navy Presents:
XS/SM (#160633)
MD/LG (#160635)

Red Plaid:
XS/SM (#160523)
MD/LG (#160525)
UGLY SWEATER CREW

Penguin Sweater
Chill out! Your dog will be totally chill in this cozy penguin sweater. Features a folded over collar and leash hole.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
Gray: XS - XL (#10446)

Ugly Sweater
So ugly it’s cute! Your dog will be a contender to win the ugly sweater contest in this one. Features bold, colorful holiday lights on a black background with red trim and leash hole.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
Black: XS - XL (#10461)

Reindeer Sweater
Whimsical fun! Your dog will be ready for all the reindeer games. Features reindeer patch and leash hole.
100% Acrylic.
Machine washable, air dry.
Green: XS - XL (#10458)

Snowmen PJs
Features cute snowmen printed on blue background.
65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
Machine washable, air dry.
Blue: XXS - XL (#10473)

Cozy interlock cotton blend PJ’s in holiday prints feature faux back flap with button detail and matching rib trim.

Jingle Jam PJs
Features cute santas, trees and penguins printed on white background.
65% Polyester/35% Cotton.
Machine washable, air dry.
White: XXS - XL (#10480)
Measure Your Dog

Measure your dog from the base of the neck to the base of the tail.

Breed Examples

XX-Small 6"- 8"
- Chihuahua
- Silky Terrier
- Teacup Poodle
- Yorkie

X-Small 8"- 10"
- Bichon Frise
- Mini. Pinscher
- Papillon

Small 10"- 14"
- Mini. Dachshund
- Norfolk Terrier
- Pekingese
- Toy Poodle

Medium 14"- 19"
- Beagle
- Jack Russell Terrier
- Japanese Chin
- Lhasa Apso
- Miniature Poodle
- Pug
- Miniature Schnauzer

Large 19"- 24"
- Cocker Spaniel
- Corgi
- Dachshund
- Standard

X-Large 24"- 29"
- Boxer
- Chow Chow
- Dalmation
- Shar-Pei

XX-Large 29"- 34"
- Collie
- German Shepherd
- Golden Retriever
- Irish Setter
- Labrador Retriever

Many different assortments and displays available.
*Actual assortments may vary.